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After reading, please return, so others may share. 

The Horse’s Tale 
By Emmett Don Mason, Ky. Col 

 

This image doesn’t say how long this soldier has been dead or wounded lying in the mud.  Clearly we don’t 
know how long his faithful horse has been standing as guard and companion to his fallen master. The reins 
are still held taut by the rider.  The mount may have been there for days without food, water or 
nourishment, we will never know.  What we do know is that the horse remains there; silently guarding his 
master and waiting further orders.  The horse is obviously true and faithful till the end.  

This picture and those at the end of the story answer the question of why a story about horses and their 
uses in war time, especially the Civil and World Wars. None of these horses volunteered for their duties 
in war, they were all conscripted into the battle lines almost like the Negro slaves in the south.  Mostly it’s 
a TALE that wasn’t of their choosing. 

I wrote this tale because each of the millions of horses has a story to tell, and they seemed to be asking 
me to tell their story. Granted, I can’t cover all their stories but here are a few choice items. As you read 
on you may find some good memories mixed in with the HORSE’S TALE. 

Written and Compiled by: Emmett D. (Don) Mason, Kentucky Colonel  

Mason’s Missives, 6/16/2017, volume 20, “The Horse’s Tale” 
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157 Years of Equestrian Legends 

Preface 

During November of 1860 the cool fall temperatures brought a sense of youthfulness to the four farm 
horses pastured just behind the Mason family barn.  The morning sun was rising over the hills guarding 
Lusby’s gristmill on the eastern border of Owen County, Kentucky.  The frost and dew was still on the 
ground leaving the impressions of my great-grandfather’s footprints on the ground as he walked to the 
barn to begin his morning chores. The stillness of the early morning was broken by the snorting and 
whinnying of the horses as they ran and frolicked in the nearby dew-soaked bluegrass pasture.  Each of 
the horses seemed to enjoy his personal thing, running, snorting a stream of vapor breath from their 
nostrils, kicking their back feet off the ground and spraying the wet morning dew everywhere they ran. 
The pasture which had looked so white and pristine a few minutes ago was now fully covered with the 
hoof prints of the four legged pranksters. Their warm breath was still visible and hanging over the pasture. 
Oh, to be a horse with no worries, cares or responsibilities, never wanting for food or water, and having 
plenty of time to be footloose and fancy-free in the pasture.  

Sanderson Mason, my great-grandfather who was fifty-two years old, thought to himself that those 
scallywags best enjoy themselves now, because he had a big day of work planned for them.  “San” as he 
was called by his family and friends, normally commenced his day when the sun’s rays topped the gristmill 
at Lusby’s. 

His daily routine began with the gathering of the cows into the barn where he fed and began the task of 
milking them. The milking was required in the morning, evening and occasionally at mid-day. The six to 
seven gallons of milk gathered from each cow helped to supplement the family income as well as to 
provide milk, cheese, butter, buttermilk and other by-products for the family to eat. With the milking 
completed San returned to the house to eat breakfast and prepare for the rest of the day’s work. 

In the meanwhile things quieted down as the horses came back to reality.  They knew San would soon be 
back to harness the team and head out into the fields for the day’s work.  San had named each of his 
horses with the first letter being M, for Mason.  Mickey was a seven-year-old gelding and San’s favorite. 
The others were named Millie, Mike and May and their names probably caused more confusion than 
naming them at random. Oh well, that was San’s choice. 

With Mike and Millie harnessed up and ready to go, San climbed onto the seat of the old Studebaker 
wagon he used when he planned to move hay from his storage area into the barn hayloft.  This was merely 
an act of preparation in case the snow was too deep to gather the hay later in the winter. With the click 
of his tongue the team began to move into the bright sun’s rays as they headed to the hayfield in his north 
east forty acre pasture and field. His entire farm contained 160 acres, and was just the right size to sustain 
his family. As he drove the wagon and team to the storage area, his mind was filled with the many 
thoughts of the current events and the probability of civil war.   
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San didn’t have any slaves on his farm, but he knew that most all farms in the area containing 200 or more 
acres had some slaves to help maintain their farm. As a child San had only attended school for three years.  
This left him basically illiterate.  He wasn’t book schooled very well but San knew he wasn’t stupid.  Even 
he could see the handwriting on the wall; the Northern States wanted to end the slavery and domination 
that was mainly used by the Southern States.  His own state of Kentucky wanted to stay neutral on the 
slavery issue but they were a border state, he didn’t see any way that Kentucky could remain neutral. 
Either way the state was going to be actively engaged in warfare. With the North and South armies fighting 
each other on Kentucky state ground, San knew that in many instances it would be brother against brother 
and fathers against their sons.  The issue of how to deal with slavery seemed unsolvable especially for a 
man with a third-grade education. 

San reverted back to reality when they arrived at his hay storage area. He proceeded to load his wagon 
with the hay that would feed the livestock, including his horses, through the coming winter months.  Later, 
as he drove the heavily laden wagon back to the barn he became conscious of just how important the 
horses were to his farm and life in general.  San couldn’t vision his farm without the four M’s – Mike, May, 
Millie and Mickey helping with the heavy work and chores that always needed fixing. San knew the horses 
were his machinery to get things accomplished on the farm, not just his own farm, but all farms. 

Just five months later in April of 1861, San Mason’s life would change dramatically and definitely not for 
the better. The vivid images he had conjured up months earlier were now becoming a reality for him and 
his family.  The thoughts of Civil War, brother against brother, family against family were now real and 
obvious.  It wasn’t a bad dream hidden in the dark recesses of his mind. That became clear to him when 
he heard the sporadic gun fire in the near distance as military officers and friends stopped at the farm 
trying to recruit him for military service.  

Yes, Kentucky had voted to remain neutral in the support of slavery, but San realized that the vote of 
neutrality meant very little when the bullets and cannon fire were landing on his own little 160 acre world.  
San’s personal neutrality lasted for 163 days.  On the 164th day he enlisted in the First Battalion of Kentucky 
Mounted Rifles (a Confederate Calvary unit).  Enlistment took place in Owen County on the 23rd day of 
September of 1862. The Mason family had obviously talked and thought about this moment for some 
time.  That much is learned by knowing that San Mason was joined by two cousins desiring to enlist the 
same day as San. The cousins, Paschal and James Bosen Mason joined the confederacy by way of the 
Kentucky, Third Cavalry Battalion from Owen County, Kentucky. Their enlistment terms also included the 
use of their horses. Each was to be paid a small monthly stipend for the use of their mounts.  The three 
new conscripts were told they would only be required to fight within the confines of Kentucky. However, 
this was a promise that would be impossible for recruiters to stand behind. 

Leaving their families behind, the three Masons rode away to war, hoping to save the Confederacy, they 
took three of the M’s with them leaving the farm with only “May” for transportation and family use.   

This scene was repeated thousands of times both in the North and South. In addition to the men placing 
their lives in jeopardy, the family horses were also confiscated for the war effort.  Unlike the men the 
horses didn’t enlist or volunteer their service.  They in effect were to be used as slaves, just like the Negros 
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in the South.  There was very little difference between the horse and the slave.  Each was forced to work 
long and hard.  Failing to work brought the sound and pain of the lash or whip. When food and water were 
in short supply portions were reduced for the horse and slaves. The needs of the Army were always 
priority, regardless of the climatic conditions.  Faster travels to the next battle, carry more weapons and 
ammunition, don’t worry about the mud and rain, and just get there before the enemy arrives.  Once 
there, choose the high ground, best covered and fortified and the easiest to defend. Decisions were always 
made with the needs of the army as the number one consideration. Win the battle and then move to a 
new designated battle ground and repeat your actions.  It wasn’t bad enough that the horse was always 
in the field of battle without protection of any sort.  If fact, most cavalry horses were trained in boot camp 
to kneel and then lie down to act as a shield for their riders. Who were they to judge the command of 
their rider and master? Surely he knows what’s best for them.  

In many battles, casualty statistics were announced soon after an important battle was completed. A 
typical report may state; in 12 hours, at the first major battle, outside the Virginia town of Manassas, 900 
men lay dead and another 2,700 were wounded. As you can see in this report, one figure or reference is 
not included. Just how many horses were killed or wounded in this battle? You would think a reference to 
how many of his animal-slaves he lost would be valuable information to a military commander.  

San and his faithful friend Mike faced many skirmishes and numerous major battles over the next year. 
San thought he would be fighting only for Kentucky and its soil.  Promises like this are sometimes out of 
your control.  Such was the case when San’s unit was ordered south to help defend the Duck River Bridge 
at Shelbyville, Tennessee. The Confederate defenders were outnumbered and out gunned by the Union 
soldiers.  San’s unit fell and along with it my great-grandfather San, and Mickey, his beloved gelding. Their 
tour of duty lasted from September of 1862 until October of 1863.  San was buried there in a soldier’s 
grave while Mickey was left to decompose in the field and fertilize the grass that would grow in early 
spring.  Later in 1864 San’s widow applied for and received her widow’s pension, a paltry seven dollars a 
month. 

The Mason family and thousands of other families proudly supported the efforts of their ancestors 
regardless of their chosen side.  To them it wasn’t about slavery; it was about defending their homes and 
families. For them, they were doing the right thing, considering the circumstances. 

This story would be replicated all across the warring states both Union and Confederate. When the war 
was officially ended in 1865 nearly one million young and brave souls had given their lives, supposedly in 
the fight to preserve or eliminate slavery.  Although not reported, the casualty list should have included 
the many horses and mules killed in combat.   

To answer the question of who lost in the Civil War one would be forced to respond with the words, the 
Horse. Sadly they weren’t aware they were fighting for either side, but were merely the slaves of both 
sides. It was a war not of their choosing, they were basically drafted into a war, making them slaves.  And 
at the end of the war, the horses that survived were still slaves. 

The horses that died (estimated two-plus million*) in the Civil War performed admirably under the most 
stringent and uncontrollable conditions.  When the Purple Hearts for wounds and the Medals of Honor 
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and other accolades were being presented to soldiers either alive or dead, the horse received none.  
Without the horse, there may not have been a war. They were merely the machine or tool that moved 
the warring armies.  As the machine of war they pulled the supply and ammunition wagons, moved the 
heavy artillery pieces, transported men into battle and the wounded to the hospitals behind the line. They 
also carried the higher ranking officers into battle where they could direct and control their armies. Given 
this enormous responsibility you can see why there were almost five horses killed for the death of each 
soldier*. 

“Looking back at man’s struggle for freedom, trace our present day’s strength to its source,                        
and you’ll find that man’s pathway to glory is strewn with the bones of the horse.”                                                        
         Author Unknown 

A Horse: 

The Bible alludes that God created horses on the sixth day of his creation along with all the other land 
mammals.  In addition science believes the horse to be several thousand years old and having evolved 
from the size of a dog to its present day size, shape and form.  Horses can be traced from the Colorado 
Desert along the land bridge to Siberia, France, Arabia, Africa, Scotland and Spain where they became the 
designation of a gentleman, a Caballero or cowboy and a man with his horse. As such he would help move 
their armies in their quest to conquer their enemy. Since then horses have been involved in our lives either 
through work, war or leisure activities. 

The young horse (foal) as we know him today is born to his mother (mare) after a gestation period of 
about eleven months.  The new born foal (average 85 to 100 lbs. and about 40 to 50 inches tall) is able to 
stand on all four legs in a short period of time and is capable of running a few hours after birth.   Its 
childhood is considered to be about four years at which time it is considered to be an adult; however its 
body continues to grow until it reaches the age of six. In today’s equestrian world a horse’s age changes 
on 1 January of each year regardless of their actual birth month. To explain this means that a horse born 
on 5 September is the same age as a horse born on 2 February of the same year. Next year on 1 January 
both horses will be considered to be one year older, as per the equestrian world rules. 

The average mature horse at age six stands at 15 hands (hand equals 4 inches) and weighs in at about 
1100 pounds.  To achieve this growth the animal (herbivores) consumes about 15 to 25 pounds of food 
daily which he washes down with ten to twelve gallons of water. The horse’s diet consists of a variety of 
grasses and other plant material such as oats. 

A healthy horse can carry a load equal to one tenth of the horses’ weight for a period of eight hours. Their 
ability to pull or move objects from a standing rest has been tested with weights equaling 12,000 pounds.   

The horse has the largest eyes of any land mammal and differentiates from humans in that they are lateral 
–eyed; meaning their eyes are positioned on the sides of the head giving it a large range of vision of 350 
degrees.  Speaking of eyes, the horse can sleep either lying down or standing up.  The animal has a built 
in stay apparatus which when activated locks the knees and permits the animal to sleep standing erect 
without collapsing.   The equine can survive with an average of 2.9 hours of sleep per day, most of which 
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comes in short fifteen minute increments. They are normally fearful and can sleep in short period’s 
thereby remaining alert for outside dangers. 

The equine comes in many different colors and shades but basically all fall under the five main groups; 
which are the Black with a black coat, mane and tail, the Brown with a brown coat, mane and tail, the 
Chestnut with its coat a shade of red, the Bay with its coat of reddish brown and the White coat with its 
white pink skin (if it has dark skin its considered to be a Gray horse). 

Most horses have some type of distinct markings on their heads. These markings come in different shapes 
and sizes but all fall into one of the following categories.  The Star is a white spot approximately between 
the eyes. The Stripe is a narrow band of white running down the face.  A white marking on the horse’s 
nose is known as a Snip. A horse with a Bald Face is said to have a white mark that extends past the eyes. 

As previously mentioned it takes eleven months to birth a horse; while their average lifetime span is 
between 25 – 30 years.  Of course, there are abnormalities where horses have been known to live 
exceptionally long lives.  This can be attested by records in the Guinness World Records which state that 
“Old Billy” a 19th century horse lived to be 62 years old.  The same record book mentions a pony named 
“Sugar Puff” that passed at the age of fifty-six.  However, very little is said about the life of the average 
war horse.  Maybe the following Tale will bring them out of the shadows 

 

The Tale 

On the 6th of April, of 2017, America paid a 100 year homage to the many veterans and families that were 
involved in the First World War which was fought mainly on European soil. As America’s 28th President, 
Woodrow Wilson, a southern Democrat had tried his best to keep America out of the European conflict.  
But when the choices of war are forced on you there is little to be done except rise to the challenge and 
then do your best to achieve victory.  

World War One lasted from 1914 through 1918, although America was involved in the actual fighting less 
than two years.  Most of our Allies spent almost five years enduring the pain, suffering, loss of life, money 
and other atrocities brought about by the war.  This conflict was billed as the “War to end all Wars”.  
America’s short involvement covered only the last two years and cost America the lives of 166,000 
citizens. However, in the full four year war our Allies lost more than 20 million lives, a figure that seems 
almost unbelievable in this day and age.  Considering that Germany was the culprit behind this war and 
had been defeated by the combined effort of the Allies, at least the world wouldn’t have to deal with 
Germany again. They had finally been put in their place.  Germany’s unconditional surrender and the 
signed treaties were designed to keep them hobbled for centuries.  Surely after winning and ending the 
“War to end all Wars” America could hibernate in peace for the next hundred years.  

Maybe we Americans just love to be at war, it doesn’t matter who we fight as long as we are at war with 
somebody.  It had only been fifty years or so since we were at war among ourselves, the Northern Union, 
consisting of over 22 million people vs the Southern Confederacy with a populace of 9 million of which 3.5 
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million were slaves.  Just analyzing the numbers it would be hard to imagine that this war known as the 
Civil War would wear on and on for four long, hard and tedious years. Our Civil War was reportedly about 
trying to end slavery in America.  In spite of losing nearly six hundred thousand troops to war, disease and 
prisons the Union/North still persevered over the South and its slave holders.  Not only did the South lose 
the war and slavery but they lost nearly four hundred thousand of their residents to the same conditions 
as the North.   

History will probably show that although slavery legally culminated with the Civil War; most black 
residents in America probably agree that the repercussions, bigotry and biases of racism still exists, even 
in current day America.   

History may also reflect that peace cannot be won or lived while we have our heads buried in the sands 
like the proverbial ostrich (by the way, that’s a myth, they sometimes hide by lying down with their neck 
on the ground but never with their heads covered or buried).   

In the short period of 23 years after the “War to end all Wars” the leaders of the Free World were all 
trying to keep their countries from becoming involved in new skirmishes around the world. As they 
remained isolated, Germany slowly began arming themselves and violating many of the components of 
its own surrender agreement, the Versailles Peace Treaty of 1919. Consequently in 1941 after trying to 
remain hidden and isolated in the World, America was drawn into war with Japan on 7 December of 1941 
when they bombed Pearl Harbor; and four days later when Hitler’s German Reich declared war on the 
United States.  Well that new strategy of remaining isolated sure worked very well, didn’t it? 

Our latest conflict known as World War Two lingered on for nearly five years and took millions of lives 
before it was ended in 1945.   

The only good thing about WWII in America was that technological  advancements had been made in 
machines and motorized equipment such as tanks, jeeps and airplanes; these new tools replaced the 
reliable tool (four legged) that had been used in warfare during the previous 100 years.  The reliable tool 
that was basically missing from the American arsenal was the old fashioned horse.  

Although the United States and most of its allies had drastically reduced the number of horses used in the 
war effort, the German Army had not.  In spite of their propaganda and industrial potency the German 
Army Transport system was 80% horse-drawn*. In 1943 the Germans had 322 divisions of troops.  Of 
these only 52 were armored or motorized.  The remaining unit’s day to day operations required the use 
of eleven million horses to haul the infantry equipment, pull the field artillery and supply trains. It is 
estimated that over 20 million horses died during the Second World War. Believe it or not the Russian 
army resorted to the use of reindeer in the Artic and camel in southern Europe when their supply of 3.5 
million horses began to dwindle. 

An unknown soldier was quoted in an article written by Fritz, he said “A curious odor will stick to this 
campaign, this mixture of fire, sweat and horse corpses.” I’m sure this article could have been attributed 
to any of the three major conflicts covered in this story. Human corpses were usually identified and given 
some type of burial even if it was in a mass grave.  In most instances the dead horse was left to its own 
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decaying process as it lay in its position of death.  In this instance the horse gets to complete the old 
Yiddish proverb, “The wagon rests in the winter, the sleigh in the summer, the horse never.” Yes my 
equestrian friend, you can now rest, you deserve it. 

Wars have been fought among men for several thousand years.  The only thing different about the wars 
is who was involved in the fight and what the battle was about.  This has been true since the Hyksos people 
built their own chariots to fight the Egyptians.  Over time one key ingredient of these wars has been the 
Horse. That has remained basically constant at least through the wars of our near modern age which for 
the purpose of our story includes the Civil War and the World Wars.  

“Wherever man has left his footprint in the long ascent from barbarism to civilization we will pass 
the hoof print of the horse beside it.”    Author unknown. 

 

Horses Carry the Military    

The physical capabilities and endurance levels of the horse have led to this domesticated animal as being 
the first choice of military commanders to provide mobilization and support for their assigned units. This 
was especially true in the years of the Civil War and World War One. Movement of troops, along with the 
tools of war and supplies to support their war effort, was of primary concern to the field commanders. 
The horse seemed to be a near perfect fit to solving their problem.  Their speed, endurance and ability to 
move heavy loads over long distances in a relatively short time made them ideal partners in the war effort.  

A well-known Civil War Union General estimated his command needed 800,000 pounds of food to feed 
the horses in his command, for just one day.  Knowing a wagon could only haul a one ton load (2,000 lbs.) 
he calculated a need for 400 wagons just to haul a one day food supply for his animals.   Amassing that 
many wagons just for animal food was a major problem; an even greater problem was finding the 800,000 
pounds of feed.  This problem became greater as the war wore on, supplies dwindled, and farms in the 
South had already been ravaged:  there were no new crops to raid because the men were at war and last 
year’s crops had not been planted.   Consequently the horse was asked to do the same work, and at times 
even more because of fewer horses. And at the same time they were given only partial rations of food 
and water due to shortages of both. 

The following lament is from the horse’s mouth and the movie “Death and the Civil War”.  

“I’ve heard that the Civil war in 1861 was about bringing an end to slavery.  But it certainly didn’t 
end slavery for us.  We were conscripted into it as slaves.  We rode into battle, pulled wagons and 
cannons, and carried the famous generals, and like the soldiers we died, by the numbers, we were 
the losers. Worse yet, we gained nothing for our suffering- no freedom to live our lives as nature 
intended; no freedom from enslavement.  Just a few statues, here and there, recalling how “brave” 
we were.  But we didn’t ask to be brave.  We didn’t ask to be there at all.  We had no choice. And 
we still don’t”. 
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Many statues were erected with their images and their riders/masters in saddle.  It is assumed that the 
rider was killed in battle if the sculpture depicts the horse rearing and has both front feet in the air.  Other 
statues with the mount having one front hoof up in the air, depicts the rider was wounded in battle and/or 
died of the battle wounds.  Finally, riders seated in the saddle and the mount having all four hooves on 
the ground are said to indicate that the rider died 
outside the battle, usually of other ailments. 

There is no proper verification that these idol 
symbolisms are correct, but many people believe them 
to be true, at least in America and Great Britain.  The 
numbers of images dedicated to the horse itself are few 
and far between, that’s just the way it was then and now. 

“A dog may be man’s best friend but the horse 
wrote history.”  Author Unknown. 

As your author I will attempt to identify some of these 
four legged heroes and shed some light on their deeds 
and lives.    

Rebel Officers and their Faithful Mounts 

Most Generals charged into battle astride their favorite 
horse.  Many wrote their names deep into the pages of 
history with their display of wisdom, trust and daring. 
The unknowing mounts carried their masters on the numerous campaigns and through bullet-sprayed 
battlefields that led to victory, defeat or death for the rider, mount or both.  It seemed the steed knew 
the importance of the battle. The Commander’s horse was as well-known to the soldiers as was the 
Commander himself.  Often the sight of the Commander and his mount would spur the men to find greater 
strength in their resolve and to grasp victory from the hands of defeat. 

Many of the more senior officers had one or more favorite mounts which entitled the mount to good 
grooming, excellent food and even a name of their own. When Lee surrendered in 1865 he insisted that 
one clause in the Appomattox surrender agreement state that every Confederate cavalryman was entitled 
to take his horse home with him. This condition was verbally agreed to by General Grant after he was told 
by Gen. Lee that when they returned to civilian life they would need their horse to help plant the spring 
crops. (But this clause was not part of the written agreement).  Grant’s verbal approval was respected and 
the Confederates that qualified were allowed to take their mount with them. 

General Stonewall Jackson 

Stonewall Jackson’s favorite mount was “Little (also Old) Sorrel”.  Little Sorrel was initially the mount of 
an unknown Union Officer that was killed at the battle of Harper’s Ferry.  The animal was eleven at the 
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time Jackson acquired him and even though small in stature the chestnut gelding soon became Stone 
Wall’s favorite mount. Pictured at the right is the Jackson astride “Little Sorrel”. 

Little Sorrel had a wonderful disposition and very high spirit.  His pace and gait were so smooth the General 
often fell asleep on long marches, some that covered forty miles or more. A member of the General’s staff 
once wrote, “He is a remarkable little horse. Such endurance I have never seen in horse flesh. I never once 
saw him fatigued.  He could eat a ton of hay if available or an empty corn cob when times were hard.” 

Jackson was riding Little Sorrel during his final battle at Chancellorsville when he was wounded and died 
from friendly-fire.  After the war the General’s wife could not afford to keep Little Sorrel. The horse was 
sent to the Virginia Military Academy where he continued to live and graze on the parade grounds. In his 
old age the sorrel moved to Richmond College where he was cared for by the old veterans of the 
Confederate Soldiers Home. At the age of 36 an accidental fall caused Old Sorrel’s death and sent him to 
greener pastures in horse heaven. Little Sorrel was preserved via taxidermy and placed on display until 
the last confederate soldier died at the age of 105. That soldier’s name was listed as Walter Washington 
Green Williams; however very few records are available to support this claim. 

One hundred and eleven years after Sorrel’s death his skeleton was cremated and buried with military 
honors including mounted cavalry and infantry, a fife and drum corps, a bagpiper and Daughters of the 
Confederacy serving as pallbearers.  The Daughters (DOC) had collected soil from every battlefield that 
Little Sorrel and the General had fought in and dropped it handful by handful into the grave pit.  The grave 
itself was decorated with wreaths of apples, carrots and horseshoes. Little Sorrel is buried on the Virginia 
Military Institute parade grounds about three feet from General Jackson’s famous statue. It was an 
appropriate ending for Little Sorrel and his master. 

Colonel/Brevet General George Armstrong Custer 

One of Custer’s favorite mounts known as “Dandy” (left in photo) survived the Cavalry’s slaughter at the 
Little Big Horn because he was relegated to duties on the units supply train. Custer had chosen Vic (Victory, 
right in photo) with a white blaze on his face and three white leg stockings as his charge for the day’s 
action. This day was 25 June 1873 and the battle that ensued will live in homage as a tribute to Custer, 
and his 7th Cavalry unit comprised of about 700 cavalry soldiers. The seventh was badly outmanned and 
outgunned with the odds estimated to be at least ten Indians to one cavalry man.  Custer and his ego 
considered the odds to be almost even.  The place for this battle was chosen by Chief Crazy Horse, Sitting 
Bull and their warring chiefs; and would forever be known as the Battle of the Little Big Horn River in South 
East Montana. 
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Custer’s Dandy on L, Vic (Victory) on R plus several of the General’s dogs 

As the battle began it proved to be a standard battle protocol with orders being given and followed.  As 
the battle progressed and more pressure was applied by the charging Indians, the code of behavior 
seemed to have been discarded. The Indian’s unrelenting pressure forced the men to dismount and 
continue to fight with any means possible. The death toll was mounting and most horses were being shot 
to help provide cover for those still fighting. In less than an hour Colonel Custer and his contingent of 
Cavalry and most of their mounts lay dead or mortally wounded. The Native American Lakota Sioux, 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians had fought well and completed their mission to annihilate Custer, their 
mortal enemy.  Various reports indicate that Custer’s losses equaled about 275 dead and 55 wounded, 
including four Crow and two Pawnee Indian scouts.  

Among the casualties, the Custer family lost four other family members that were assigned to the unit 
under Custer’s command.  Custer’s brothers – Captain Tom Custer and younger brother, Boston Custer, 
the unit’s civilian guide; along with his nephew 1st Lieutenant James Calhoun, age 31. Calhoun’s death left 
Colonel Custer’s sister Margaret a widow.  Indian losses were reported to be 31 warriors, ten women and 
children dead and about 160 warriors wounded. 

One field report initiated after the massacre states that Custer’s mount, Vic, was found dead 100 to 150 
feet from Custer. Another report stated the horse was found within ten feet of the dead General.  These 
estimates could be skewed by reports that Custer’s body had been mutilated and disfigured by the 
Indians.  There were accounts that an arrow had been shoved into Custer’s penis. Other reports indicate 
that Custer’s remains were saved from further desecration by two Indian squaws that were friends of 
Custer’s Indian mate, Meotzi when he lived with the Indians. 
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Initial reports indicate that Captain Myles Keogh’s mount, named “Comanche,” supposedly survived the 
slaughter of Custer’s 7th Cavalry Unit.  When supporting units arrived at the battle site they found Captain 
Keogh’s body near his mount, Comanche, which had been wounded numerous times but was still alive.  
All the living horses had been taken by the Indians. Comanche, the injured horse, was transferred by 
steamer to Fort Lincoln about 950 miles away where he was nursed back to health. He lived on as a symbol 
of Manifest Destiny until his death in 1890. Orders were issued preventing Comanche from being ridden 
or other duties except for formal regimental festivities.  Then he would lead the regiment, draped in 
mourning black, with stirrups and boots reversed.  Comanche died in 1891 from colic at the age of 29.  His 
body remains on display at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas  

Custer’s body was later buried at the West Point Cemetery on 10 October 1877. Custer’s wife Lizzy wrote 
three books about Custer during the 57 years (died 1933) she lived after the famous battle. 

              

                             Keogh’s horse, Comanche, survived the Battle of the Little Big Horn River 

 

Maj. Gen. J E B Stuart 

Two of Stuart’s favorite mounts, were named “Virginia”, presumably after his home state and “High Fly” 
for his jumping and athletic abilities. Stuart credits Virginia with saving his life, by jumping across an 
enormous ditch as he was being chased by the enemy.  Stuart is credited with having ridden at least a 
dozen other horses in various campaigns.  Many of these mounts were Bays and lend some creditability 
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to his fondness for the Bay horse.  Mounts Chancellor and Highflyer are also credited with saving the 
Confederate Virginia Cavaliers life by their daring exploits.  

One such incident occurred during the second summer of the war between Fredericksburg road and 
Orange, Virginia.  The site was the little town of Verdirsville where Stuart was lounging on a wooden tavern 
bench while waiting for General Fitzhugh Lee to arrive for a scheduled conference. High Fly was unbridled 
and munching grass in a lot behind the tavern. Hearing the sound of approaching horses Stuart ran outside 
to greet General Fitzhugh Lee. In doing so he left his black plum feather cap on the bench.  As he entered 
the roadway he was baffled because he was almost surrounded by Union troops rather than Lee’s men. 
Instinct guided him back into the tavern where he exited the rear, jumped the fence to reach High fly, 
climbed on bareback and bridle less and then jumped the corral fence as he and his bay steed soon left 
the unhappy Union soldiers behind. Stuart was annoyed knowing that some Yankee was now wearing his 
famous black plum feathered hat. 

Both of these mounts were later killed in battle, while Virginia died of glanders (an infectious disease in 
horses) during the winter encampment at Orange Courthouse. Pictured below is Jeb Stuart and “Skylark”.  
Stuart himself was killed in May of 1864 while battling Sheridan’s troops at the Yellow Tavern on the 
outskirts of Richmond, Va.  His remains still lie there in the Hollywood Cemetery. His death sparked the 
decline of the cavalry superiority that the South supposedly maintained. 

 

General Nathan Bedford Forrest 

Bedford Forrest was often considered one of the greatest cavalrymen and most controversial figures in 
the Civil War.  Although born dirt poor in Chapel Hill, Tennessee and without education he became a rich 
cotton planter and slave trader. When the Civil War broke out Forrest used his own money to form a 
cavalry unit in the Tennessee Mounted rifles.  Early in the war he and his unit continued to harass General 
U.S.Grant as he tried to capture the city of Vicksburg. Forrest used guerilla type tactics with hit and run 
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skirmishes with small fighting groups. He never faced the full units of Gen. Grant.  But his hit and run 
methods were effective and resulted in Grants six month delay in taking Vicksburg.  

Using these same tactics he made a reputation for himself and was promoted several times. He often 
bragged about having 29 horses shot out from under him during battle.  He was often bruised and sore 
but was severely wounded three times. Records indicate that he participated in 179 battles.  By his own 
account he lost 29 horses and killed 30 Union soldiers. According to him he was one horse ahead. 
His career was clouded by a battle at Fort Pillow a Union facility on the Mississippi River.  Forrest’s men 
had the fort under siege and requested that they surrender. While they were contemplating surrender 
Forrest’s men charged the facility which was defended by 300 white soldiers and about 300 newly freed 
slaves that were joining the Union forces.  A massacre occurred when the slaves and large number of the 
white soldiers were killed. Men from both sides said that most of the killing was done after the enemy 
had surrendered. There was no official blame placed on the 
incident, but a cloud hung over Forrest for the rest of his life. 

General Forrest surrendered his troops in May of 1865, 
shortly after General Lee surrendered at Appomattox. 

Controversy continued to follow Forrest after the war when 
in the late 1860’s he associated himself with a newly 
organized secretive group called the Ku Klux Klan.  He 
allegedly became their first Grand Wizard although he later 
denied his involvement. 

Throughout his Civil War career he had very little time to 
choose a favorite mount.  Losing 29 mounts speaks volumes 
for the actions and character of this controversial Officer.  He 
was living in a small log cabin near Memphis, Tennessee in 1877 when he passed away due to 
complications from diabetes. Gen. Forrest is shown above still straddling one of his 29 dead mounts.   

General Robert E. Lee 

This man was, and is, arguably one of the greatest Generals and military minds involved in the Civil War 
of 1861. Lee attended the United States Military Academy at West Point as a young lad and had an 
exemplary record including no demerits and academically finishing as number two in his class of 1829.  
Lee served the military with dedication and loyalty until April of 1861 and the advent of the Civil War.   

President Lincoln recognized Lee’s talents and offered him the opportunity to command the Union troops 
at the start of the Civil War. Lee’s perceived loyalty and dedication to the state of Virginia prevented him 
from accepting Lincoln’s offer. Two days later Lee resigned his US officer’s commission and returned to 
Virginia where he was given command of the Northern Virginia Army.  

Lee’s military career somewhat mirrored that of his father, Major-General Henry "Light-Horse Harry" Lee, 
who served and fought in the Revolutionary war. 
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In August of 1861 Lee was introduced to a young colt owned by Capt. Joseph Broun, an army 
quartermaster.  The colt’s name at that time was Greenbrier.  Lee was smitten at first sight and called the 
animal “my colt”.  Capt. Broun soon sold the colt to Lee who changed the colt’s name to “Traveller” 
because of his ability to walk at a fast pace. 

Traveller, sired by Grey Eagle a 16 hand gray racehorse, had many of the traits of his famous father.  These 
qualities were instrumental in his selection as the winner of the Greenbrier County Fair, two years in a 
row.  Gen. Lee literally fell in love with his new iron-grey gelding.   

Most officers shied away from mounts that were grey or white as they stood out as the target of choice 
for the enemy soldiers, especially sharpshooting snipers.  Lee was not concerned with this as he realized 
that he would always be the target of choice during the heat of battle. 

Traveller’s high spirits once led to Gen. Lee’s fall from the saddle and hitting both hands and wrists on a 
nearby stump.  His injuries prevented the General from riding on his own until the injuries healed.  During 
this time he was helped into the saddle and Traveller was led by a walking soldier.  Lee returned to full 
duties at the battle of Sharpsburg.   

The Generals horse was given much publicity when he carried the surrendering Confederate General Lee 
to the ceremonies taking place at the village of Appomattox, in the home of Wilmer McLean. Since that 
time almost all pictures of Lee have shown him astride Traveller, his beloved steed.  Lee’s career basically 
indicated that Lee was a planning and detail leader rather than a fighter.  It is said that Lee never fired a 
shot in anger during the war; and during his long career was wounded only once when a sharp-shooter’s 
bullet scratched his cheek. 

General Lee’s love and affection for his favorite mount were best described by Lee himself, when he wrote 
the following letter to his daughter Agnes for an artist wishing to depict his horse. 

Lee wrote, “If I were an artist like you I would draw a true picture of Traveller- representing his 
fine proportions, muscular figure, deep chest and short back; plus his strong haunches, flat legs, 
small head, broad forehead, delicate ears, quick eye, small feet and black mane and tail.  Such a 
picture would inspire a poet, whose genius could then depict his worth and describe his endurance 
of toil, hunger, thirst, heat, and cold, and the dangers and sufferings through which he passed.  He 
could dilate upon his sagacity and affection and his invariable response to every wish of his rider.  
He might even imagine his thoughts, through the long night marches and days of battle which he 
has passed.”  

“But I am no artist, I can only say he is a Confederate grey, I purchased him in the mountains of 
Virginia in the autumn of 1861, and he has been my patient follower ever since- to Georgia, the 
Carolinas, and back to Virginia.  He carried me through the Seven Days battle around Richmond, 
the Second Manassas, at Sharpsburg, Fredericks, the last day at Chancellorsville, to Pennsylvania, 
at Gettysburg, and back to the Rappahannock.  From the commencement of the campaign in 1864 
at Orange, till its close around Petersburg, the saddle was scarcely off his back, as he passed 
through the fire of the Wilderness, Spotsylvania, and Cold Harbor and across the James River.  He 
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was almost in daily requisition in the winter of 1864-65 on the long line of defenses from 
Chickahominy, north of Richmond, to Hatcher’s Run, south of the Appomattox.  In the campaign 
of 1865, he bore me from Petersburg to the final days at Appomattox Court House.  You must know 
the comfort he is to me in my present retirement... of all his companions in toil, ‘Richmond’, ‘Brown 
Roan’, ‘Ajax’, and quiet ‘Lucy Long’, he is the only one that retained his vigor.  The first two expired 
under their onerous burden, the last two failed.  You can, I am sure from what I have said, paint 
his portrait.  R. E. Lee.’ 

After the war, one of Lee’s most cherished pastimes was riding Traveller. His daughter Mildred would 
accompany him on “Lucy Long” another of Lee’s favorite mounts.  

Following the Civil War, the General was offered the position of President at Washington College in 
Lexington, Va.  When he accepted in 1865, the school was in complete disarray with only forty students 
in attendance.  Under Lee’s direction the school rebounded and grew to over 400 students for the fall 
term of 1870. Lee did not have long to cherish his success as the school President.  He was stricken on 28 
September and died on 12 October 1870 from what was thought to be a heart attack.  The photo below 
depicts General Lee sitting in the saddle with his favorite mount “Traveller”. 

 

Traveller walked behind the hearse that carried Lee’s casket during Lee’s funeral procession. It’s ironic 
that less than a year later, Traveller, Lee’s wonderful companion, who had survived numerous military 
campaigns with his master, became ill and was euthanized after stepping on a protruding nail that 
penetrated his hoof causing tetanus.  Traveller was originally buried next to the Lee family chapel. In 1907 
his remains were reburied outside the Lee Chapel as close as possible to Lee’s body. 
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Yankee Officers and their Preferred Mounts 

Like the Rebels the Yankees were as reliant on their horses as their adversaries. If neither side had been 
given horses the war may have ended during the first year.  The following Union officers and the career 
of their mounts are provided for your reflection and insight. 

Colonel/General Philip Sheridan 

Early in his career Colonel Philip Sheridan rode a mount called Aldebaron and was much attached to him. 
However, later in his career he was presented a horse named “Rienzi” by officers under his command. 
Rienzi was a shiny black horse of Morgan blood and stood 16 hands at the withers (highest point of the 
animals back, usually at the base of the mane) and weighed about 1100 pounds. The General was known 
to love “Rienzi” and it soon became his favorite mount.  Sheridan and his mount were involved in more 
than forty battles (including 19 pitched battles – a fierce battle fought in close combat between troops in 
predetermined positions at a chosen time and place) – Rienzi was wounded three times. 

One of Sheridan’s more famous conflicts was the battle of Cedar Creek, Virginia that began while Sheridan 
was returning from Washington to Winchester the site of his recent battle. Learning of an impending 
battle facing his troops at Cedar Creek, Sheridan mounted Rienzi and raced the nineteen miles to do battle 
at Cedar Creek.  His arrival turned certain defeat into an overwhelming victory.  Rienzi’s performance 
during this speedy forced march led the General to change his mount’s name to “Winchester” after his 
famous ride from Winchester.  Sheridan also rode Winchester to Appomattox Courthouse to participate 
in Lee’s surrender of his army to the Union and General U.S. Grant.       

.  

“Winchester” was so revered that his lifelike remains were preserved in 1878 by a taxidermist and placed 
on display in what is now known as the National Museum of American Histories. Many of the horses’ 
physical attributes can be seen in Sheridan’s statue pictured above. 
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General William T. Sherman 

 Sherman’s early military career did not bode well for several of his mounts.  His first and arguably best 
war horse was killed early in the Civil War at the battle of Shiloh. That same year two of his other mounts 
were killed by enemy fire as they were being held by an orderly. After that time the General had many 
mounts but only two were considered to be in the Generals affections—“Lexington” and “Sam.” 

“Sam” was a half-thoroughbred bay and stood a large sixteen and a half hands. He possessed strength, 
endurance and speed beyond compare. Astride this mount the General made one of the longest and most 
difficult marches in modern day warfare.  Sam carried the General from Vicksburg to Washington via way 
of Atlanta, Savannah, Columbia and Richmond. Sam’s fast walking gait could cover five miles in an hour.  
The horse’s demeanor under fire matched the coolness and steadiness of his master.  The General was 

wounded several times while mounted, but blamed 
his injuries on himself for disregarding the horse’s 
desire to find cover.  Sam was retired in 1865 on an 
Illinois farm where he received the best of love and 
care until this gallant steed passed due to old age in 
1884.  

“Lexington” was a thoroughbred from Kentucky and 
attracted attention everywhere he carried the 
General. When Sherman’s unit entered and captured 
Atlanta he was astride “Lex” as he frequently 
referred to Lexington. In 1865 after peace was 
declared, General Sherman rode Lexington in the 
final review of his unit and troops at the capitol in 
Washington. D. C.  

General Sherman continued his army career when 
the war ended.  He served as the commander of the armies until 1883. The General, nicknamed “Cump” 
and “Uncle Billy,” by his troops moved to New York City where he died in 1891. His remains were buried 
at Cavalry Cemetery in St. Louis, Missouri. 

General Meade 

The battle of Bull Run became the first great battle of the Civil War.  In its aftermath a big bay horse with 
a white face and feet was found near the fallen body of his master. The slightly injured horse was assigned 
to the quartermaster and sent for recovery.  The animal was later purchased by General Meade who 
named him “Baldy” and began to use the big Bay as his mount of choice.  At times the General’s staff 
complained because Baldy’s peculiar pace was hard for the other horses to follow; his gait was faster than 
a walk and slow for a trot. As a result, the other mounts were always trying to catch up or slow down to 
prevent pressing the General. Although he was wounded twice at Bull Run he recovered and participated 
in the battles of Dranesville, Richmond, Groveton, the second Battle of Bull Run plus the conflicts at South 

Lexington 
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Mountain and Antietam. In the last battle Baldy 
was thought to be dead and was left on the 
battlefield. However, in the next Union advance 
Baldy, with a bad deep wound on his neck, was 
discovered calmly grazing on the battle ground. 
After much care and treatment Baldy was once 
again ready to carry the General on his road to 
victory and glory at the battles of Fredericksburg 
and Chancellorsville. The team was at Gettysburg 
for the first two days of battle when Baldy, pictured 
here received his most serious injury when a ball 
entered between his ribs and lodged there. The 
General, not wanting to part with his favorite 
mount, kept him with the army into the following 
spring.  As the war neared its end “Baldy” was sent 

to pasture in Pennsylvania and remained there until Lee’s surrender at Appomattox. After the war ended 
the General journeyed to Philadelphia where he and his faithful charger Baldy were reunited. In 1872 
when Meade died old Baldy with his numerous battle scars walked behind the hearse as part of the funeral 
possession.  When Baldy died ten years later his head and two front hoofs were mounted and placed in 
the George Meade post in Philadelphia.  

 

Lt. General U.S. Grant 

Grant’s career included several horses which he rode into 
various battles.  When Grant, as a Colonel, rode into 
battle at Springfield, Illinois in 1861 he was riding a white 
horse named Methuselah, then Grant rode Rondy into 
his first battle.  During the war he used several horses 
such as Jack, the Fox, and another named Kangaroo 
because the horse was always trying to back up. 

One of Grant’s earlier mounts was named Jeff Davis 
because the horse was originally the property of Joe 
Davis, the brother of Jefferson Davis, the newly 
appointed Confederate President.  This beautiful black, 
well-conformed stallion was housed at the Davis 
plantation just outside Vicksburg, Mississippi when 
General Grant began his siege on Vicksburg. The horse 
was confiscated and presented to General Grant for his 
use. Grant actually named him Jeff Davis. 

General Grant aboard Cincinnati 

Baldy 
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However, in 1864 Admiral Daniel Ammen a childhood friend and follower presented the General with the 
gift of a lifetime. The gift stood 17 hands at the withers and was visibly handsome and powerful.  This gift 
was a beautiful Chestnut colt later named “Cincinnati” by Grant and would soon become the Generals 
favorite mount.  Cincinnati had been sired by Lexington the greatest living thoroughbred sire at that time.  
Lexington was also the holder of the national record for a four mile race. Obviously these traits were 
passed to Cincinnati. Many people are unaware that Admiral Daniel Ammen saved Grant from drowning 
when they were children.                                                                                              

The General was quite proud of his new mount and would only share his saddle with President Lincoln 
and the Admiral when the opportunity to do so was presented. It is said that Grant was once                                                            
offered $10,000 for Cincinnati but commented that he wouldn’t sell him at any price.                             

The horse was immortalized almost instantly when he was ridden by General Grant to preside over the 
surrender and peace negotiations with Confederate General Robert E. Lee at the Appomattox meeting.  
Since that time almost all drawings, memorials, and statues have depicted Grant astride his favorite horse, 
“Cincinnati.” It was only fitting that when Grant was elected President and moved to the White House 
that Cincinnati made the move with him.  Cincinnati lived on Admiral Ammen’s farm in Maryland until his 
death in 1878.                                  

Mary Ann Ball Bickerdyke 

Mary Ann’s life revolved around the care and treatment of injured or seriously ill patients. She was born 
in Knox County, Ohio during 1817 and married Robert Bickerdyke in 1847. Robert died in 1859 just before 
the Civil War. When the war broke out she became involved in the war when her church raised $500.00 
dollars in cash and medical supplies in support of the Union war effort. Mary Ann Bickerdyke was chosen 
to deliver the donations.  This introduction into the care of wounded and dying soldiers would change her 
life forever. 

As a determined nurse who would not let anyone stand in her way. During her four years in the Union 
army she worked at many duty stations, including those commanded by General’s Grant and Sherman. In 
one instance she was chastised and reported to General Sherman for not following military procedure. 
The General reportedly threw up his hands and said, “She outranks me, I can’t do a thing in the world 
about it”.  

Her career involved the establishment of numerous hospitals including its administration plus obtaining 
the equipment necessary to support the facilities as well as procuring nurses, former slaves as helpers, 
and Doctors to support their needs.  Her favorite duty was nursing the ill and seriously injured enlisted 
men. She was also a lifelong advocate for the veteran and his family. Her caring personality led to her 
being called “Mother” by her many patients.   
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During her endeavors she frequently rode a horse named “Old Whitey”, pictured here, that was reportedly 
owned by General Hayes. “Old Whitey” was a war horse that actually participated in nineteen Civil War 
battles and survived them.  

As you might expect Old Whitey was 
pure white, making him and his rider 
easy targets for Confederate enemy 
soldiers. It was often said that the only 
thing preventing Whitey from being the 
perfect mount was his color. 

Early in his career he had belonged to a 
cavalry soldier who was killed in battle.  
The horse later became the property of 
Rutherford Hayes before Hayes was 
elected President of the United States. 
After Old Whitey died he was buried next 
to President Hayes at his Spiegel Grove, 
Fremont, Ohio residence. Mother was 84 
when she passed in 1901 while staying in Bunker Hill, Kansas. She was eulogized as a lawyer, nurse and 
advocate for veterans when she was buried in Galesburg, Illinois 

 Promotions and Medals 

Over time there have been some horses that were honored for their military service above and beyond 
their daring feats of courage while under enemy fire. One of the most amazing and courageous  
achievements was performed by “Sergeant Reckless”, the highest ranking and most decorated horse in 
the United States Marine Corps. 

Staff Sergeant Reckless 

This animal was about four years old when purchased by Lt. Eric Pederson of the United States Marines 
at the Seoul racetrack in Korea in 1952.  The chestnut mare was colored with a white blaze and three 
white stockings. Its reported owner a Korean stable boy named Moon sold the horse (“Flame”) for $250.00 
in American money to hopefully purchase a prosthesis leg for his sister who had stepped on a land mine. 
Lt. Pederson had already procured the permission from his CO, Colonel Smoak to find a pack horse for the 
services of the 5th Marine Regiment.  They needed a pack animal to carry up to nine of the heavy 24- 
pound shells needed to supply the recoilless rifles used by the unit.  Flames owner cried when the 
Lieutenant picked up the horse and they departed back to the base.  Flame’s name was soon changed to 
“Reckless” because of the Recoilless Rifle and the daredevil attitude of those who used the weapon.  

The marines taught Reckless some survival skills, such as how to avoid becoming entangled in barbed wire 
which was everywhere, to lie down under fire and head for a bunker when hearing the cry of “Incoming”.  
Reckless was a quick learner, when learning a new delivery route only two or three repetitions were 
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necessary and she could make the trip without her handlers.  Her training also included getting used to 
the feel and sounds of the recoilless rifle when it was fired.  The first time she heard the sound she jumped 
straight up with all four feet off the ground and started shaking.  She soon became at ease and merely 
snorted as the gun was discharged.   

Initially she was kept in a nearby pasture but soon was allowed to roam the camp when she wasn’t actually 
working. Consequently she became friendly with the troops and ate goodies from their hands, namely 
bacon, toast and chocolate bars. It was rumored she once ate $30.00 worth of poker chips and her horse 
blanket.  Reckless also spent time in the marine’s tents, and even enjoyed sleeping with them at times. 

The Korean Battle of Outpost Vegas in March of 1953 proved to be one of Reckless’ finest hours. It was 
written that this battle was so savage it has never been equaled in Marine Corps history. The Marines 
although under fire were elated and with high morale as they watch Reckless the little white-faced mare 
make her way across the rice paddies (called No Man’s Land) and up the steep 45 degree mountain trails 
that led to the firing sites. In spite of the enemy fire coming in at 500 rounds a minute Reckless continued 
to transport vitally needed ammunition up the mountain. During this five-day battle she carried almost 
five tons of ammunition through the paddies and up the mountains steep grade.  On one day she made 
51 trips from the Ammunition supply site to the firing site and on ninety-five percent of these trips she 
was alone, (without a handler). On these trips she carried the ammo and supplies up the hill and carried 
wounded Marines on the downward trip to safety and medical care.  When the wounded were unloaded 
she would get reloaded with more ammo and go back to the gun sites.  Reckless, pictured below, although 
twice wounded, still provided a shield for several trapped Marines trying to get to the front line.     
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Her deeds in this battle led to her promotion to Sergeant and later Staff Sergeant as well as receiving 14 
medals, including two Purple Hearts for her injuries. Later in her life she gave birth to four healthy foals. 
When she passed away in 1968 she was given a nineteen gun salute with nearly full military honors by her 
Marines.  Staff Sergeant Reckless was later named one of America’s Greatest 100 Heroes by Life Magazine. 

Many statements have been written about her, remarks like, “There has never been a horse like Sgt. 
Reckless, she wasn’t a Horse, she was a Marine and as such her story deserves honor and recognition”. 

 

Prologue 

The cliché Old soldiers, and Horses never Die, they just fade away can’t be farther from the real truth. This 
was basically proven in an article issued by the Pentagram News, Washington, D.C. on March 24th of 1966. 
The following excerpts are from the article entitled, “Last Cavalry Horse is Historic Symbol”.  

“Chief, the last living cavalry horse, still carried on the government rolls, was foaled in 1932 and 
purchased for $183.00 by the Army in 1940 at Ft. Robinson, Nebraska.  In December of 1949 he 
was placed in semi-retirement and was fully retired at Ft. Riley, Kansas in 1958.  In the event of his 
death Chief will be buried with full military honors adjacent to Old Trooper, the cavalry monument 
on main post. 

During his retirement “Chief”, then sleek and fat was let out daily in a corral at the Ft. Riley Riding 
Club.  After a first burst of running, he lies down and rolls in the sand.  Then he springs to his feet, 
kicks up his heels and prances around the corral. Usually he stops to roll in the sand several more 
times before retiring to a shady corner to graze.  

In recent years, Chief has become somewhat of a historical landmark at Ft. Riley.  During the 
summer months numerous visitors call at the Riding Stable to look at Old Chief.  
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That Chief is the last of millions of horses that have been on the Government rolls for over two 
hundred years, either as a cavalry mounts or work horse basically says that the work load during 
future wars will not be borne by the Horse, our slaves from years gone by.  It’s about time!!!” 

The above quoted Pentagram news bulletin was updated in 1968 with the comments, “Chief died in 1968, 
the last cavalry horse to be carried on the Army rolls. He was buried standing in a special casket 
constructed by Fort Riley engineers and placed at the foot of the statue of “Old Trooper” as originally 
specified. “No more would he frolic in the sand at the Fort Riley Riding Club. 

After serving in the U.S. Army from 1776 when General George Washington established a mounted force 
the cavalry horse at last was retired from service, died, buried and bringing with it the end of the U.S. 
Horse Cavalry.  

Fort Riley also has a monument dedicated to all the horse’s that were killed, wounded or died from disease 
during the Civil War. The Bronze sculpture depicts a saddened war horse that has been worked too hard, 
cared for too little, possibly beaten or abused, with malnutrition.  He could be lame, scrawny with 
drooping head and carrying a military saddle but no rider.  The sculpture and picture shown below possibly 
give a perfect and realistic description of the typical animal that has been used as a War Horse. The plaque 
says it all, “Faithfull till Death.”    

The following collage of photographs shows some of the harshness and memories of war that the horse 
had to endure, or could not endure.  Humans that we are, we should give our gratitude and thanks to 
these fine animals for what they freely gave us.  Their Lives. 

 

                                        

                  Old Chief, the last Cavalry Horse                                                                        the typical Civil War Horse 
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Early photographs depict the need, use and misuse and death of the War Horse. 
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                     This Civil War Historical picture of 65 dead horses tells the short story of the Cavalry horse. 
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x Of the one million horses which left Britain for the Western Front, just 60,000 returned.  
x Over two million horses were killed during WWII in Germany alone.  
x During the early months of the Civil War more horses perished than soldiers. 

 
 

As written by:  Emmett D. Don Mason, Kentucky Colonel, 6/15/2017 

 


